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RENAULT CLIO
French brand adds
hybrid power to our
favourite supermini

Essentials
Hyundai Tucson Ultimate
1.6 TGDi 230PS Hybrid
Price:
Engine:
Power/torque:
Transmission:
		
0-62mph:
Top speed:
Economy:
CO2:

£37,000 (est)
1.6-litre 4cyl petrol/electric
227bhp/265Nm
Six-speed automatic,
four-wheel drive
8.0 seconds
120mph
N/A
N/A

ONSALE January

GEARBOX Top-spec models, like
our test car, will come with a six-speed
automatic gearbox and four-wheel drive.
A manual gearbox is also available,
along with front-wheel-drive versions

EQUIPMENT Slick landscape 10.25-

inch infotainment system sits in the
centre of the dash, above touch-sensitive
buttons for the climate control. A digital
instrument cluster is also standard kit

NEED
TO KNOW

The Tucson is
Hyundai’s biggestselling model
around the world

Latest Tucson benefits
from a sharper look that
was previewed by the
Vision T concept

Hyundai Tucson

Running costs
N/Ampg (official)
£63 fill-up

FIRST DRIVE Head-turning, hi-tech hybrid SUV is set to challenge premium rivals
Steve Fowler
Steve_Fowler@dennis.co.uk
@stevefowler

IN the increasingly crowded SUV
market, it’s becoming ever more
difficult for brands to make their models
stand out, unless they transfer the look of a
wild concept car directly on to the showroom
model. Land Rover did it successfully some
years ago with the Range Rover Evoque, and
now it’s Hyundai’s turn with the new Tucson,
which was heavily previewed by the Vision T
first shown at the LA Motor Show in 2019.
The concept’s sharp creases, squared-off
wheelarches and innovative front lights have
turned the smart-but-pretty-indistinguishable
Tucson into a real head-turner – and a real
rival for the aforementioned Range Rover
and its premium challengers. Who’d have
thought that from Hyundai?
What we would expect from the South
Korean manufacturer these days, though,
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is a strong technology story, especially
when it comes to electrification. The latest
Tucson will be offered with mild, full and
(eventually) plug-in hybrid powertrains,
plus with no end of connectivity, luxury
and safety features on board, too.
What we weren’t expecting, however, was
for it to be so good to drive – something
we’re saying quite a lot about Hyundais
these days. At this stage, we have to tell you
that we were driving a very early, left-handdrive version in the UK. But we came away
massively impressed by, well, pretty much
everything the Tucson has to offer.
Let’s start with those looks and especially
the lights. Catch a Tucson in your rear-view
mirror and what Hyundai calls Parametric
Hidden Lights – two banks of five LEDs
displayed like wings on either side of the
car – look like nothing else on the road.
When the car’s turned off, the lamps
blend into the grille and you wouldn’t

know they illuminate – hence the hidden
bit. But when the Tucson is turned on they
produce a stunning effect, with headlights
set lower down in the bumper doing the
main work when it gets dark.
The lamps at the back of the SUV are
pretty special, too, with a full-width bar
lit up in red and further illuminated wing
effects adding to the drama.
Add in sharp creases that slash through
the bodywork to pump up the wheelarches
– which are squared off with plastic
surrounds – and the whole look is very
different, very arresting and very appealing.
We weren’t disappointed inside, either,
where the wing theme continues with a
seamless run of piano-black plastic, framed
by thin lines of chrome, flowing up from the
centre console, out across each side of the
dash and around the tops of the doors.
A crisp 10.25-inch digital instrument
cluster sits, iPad-style, ahead of the smart

steering wheel, with a touchscreen of the
same size placed above separate climate
controls in the centre console. Of course,
there’s Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
connectivity, plus Hyundai’s own Bluelink
app, and – in our car – a sound system by
American audio specialist Krell.
In between the front seats are a couple of
cup-holders, push buttons for the automatic
transmission and parking brake, plus a
large, lidded storage space. Again, there’s
a very upmarket look to the Tucson inside,
with the materials used doing a good job
of feeling premium to the touch.
The driving position is decent, while space
is good enough, if not overly generous, in the
back. The 616-litre boot in our hybrid model
is a handy size, and rises to 1,795 litres with
the seats folded – a benefit of the 20mm
length increase over the previous Tucson.
Of the different flavours of Tucson, ours
is the current range-topper until the plug-in
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BEHIND THE WHEEL

Driving position is decent,
while the accurate steering
offers a degree of feel

“The new Tucson is a
real rival for the Range
Rover Evoque and its
premium challengers”
www.autoexpress.co.uk

hybrid comes along. We expect it to take the
new Ultimate model designation – in line
with the manufacturer’s third-generation
i20 supermini (tested on Page 62) – with
a price we’d expect to be around £37,000.
That might seem a touch high for this
Hyundai, but you’re getting so much more
with the new Tucson compared with the
old model, especially in terms of driverassistance and active safety technology;
it’s fair to say if the Tucson doesn’t get it,
it probably doesn’t exist yet.
Under the bonnet, a new 1.6-litre
Smartstream engine works with a 59bhp
electric motor that’s fed by a 1.49kWh
lithium-ion polymer battery. Total power
output is 227bhp, giving the Tucson a
decent turn of pace. A six-speed automatic
transmission feeds all four wheels –
although two-wheel drive, and manualgearbox versions are available, too.
This is still an SUV, but it’s an SUV
that you can still have some fun with,
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Hyundai Tucson
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RIVALS What it needs to beat
CITROEN C5 AIRCROSS
Price from: £25,655

AS with the Tucson, the C5 Aircross takes a different
approach to the look of an SUV, which many buyers
are finding hugely appealing – especially with strong
value on its side, too. Citroen will say that the C5
Aircross’s USP is comfort, which makes it somewhat
disappointing that the French car’s ride isn’t the most
comfortable around. Like the exterior, the C5’s cabin
looks great, but build quality is a little questionable
in parts. Still, it’s good value and there’s a PHEV.

“You end up referring to the on-screen graphics to
see if you’re running on battery or engine power”
INTERIOR

A 10.25-inch panel
sits in front of the
driver; steering
wheel audio and
phone controls
make life easier

IN the increasingly crowded SUV market, it’s
becoming ever more difficult for brands to
make their models stand out, unless they
transfer the look of a wild concept car
directly on to the showroom model. Land
Rover did it successfully some years ago
with the Range Rover Evoque, and now it’s
Hyundai’s turn with the new Tucson, which
was heavily previewed by the Vision T first
shown at the LA Motor Show in 2019.
The concept’s sharp creases, squared-off
wheelarches and innovative front lights have
turned the smart-but-pretty-indistinguishable
Tucson into a real head-turner – and a real
rival for the aforementioned Range Rover
and its premium challengers. Who’d have
thought that from Hyundai?
What we would expect from the South
Korean manufacturer these days, though,
is a strong technology story, especially
when it comes to electrification. The latest
Tucson will be offered with mild, full and
(eventually) plug-in hybrid powertrains,
plus with no end of connectivity, luxury
and safety features on board, too.
What we weren’t expecting, however, was
for it to be so good to drive – something
we’re saying quite a lot about Hyundais
these days. At this stage, we have to tell you
that we were driving a very early, left-handdrive version in the UK. But we came away
massively impressed by, well, pretty much
everything the Tucson has to offer.
Let’s start with those looks and especially
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FORD KUGA

Price from: £24,615
OUR current favourite mid-size SUV hasn’t had an easy
start to life, with a recall affecting plug-in versions
that couldn’t be plugged in. Ford reacted brilliantly
to fix the problem, leaving all Kuga owners to enjoy
the driver appeal, excellent infotainment and familyfriendly practicality. There’s a little less rear-seat
passenger space in the Kuga than you get in rivals,
but the engines are punchy and efficient, and there’s
a strong level of standard kit across the line-up.

TOUCHSCREEN

PRACTICALITY

Another 10.25-inch
display handles
infotainment duties.
It displays details
of what the hybrid
powertrain is up to.
The controls for the
climate control are
underneath the
touchscreen

Boot space stands
at 616 litres with
the seats up and
1,795 with them
folded. There’s
enough room in
the back, but it’s
not overly generous

SKODA KAROQ
Price from: £22,765

the lights. Catch a Tucson in your rear-view
mirror and what Hyundai calls Parametric
Hidden Lights – two banks of five LEDs
displayed like wings on either side of the
car – look like nothing else on the road.
When the car’s turned off, the lamps
blend into the grille and you wouldn’t
know they illuminate – hence the
hidden bit. But when the Tucson is
turned on they produce a stunning

Verdict
THIS is another example of Hyundai
moving from mid-table mediocrity to
real championship challenger. The
Tucson has pretty much everything it
needs to compete, and win. It looks
great, it drives brilliantly, is well made
and is loaded with kit. The prices are
up, but we’d hope monthly costs won’t
rise too much, which will be a treat given
how much more this Tucson gives you.

“It’s clear there’s
a little bit of the N
DNA in the Tucson”

LIKE all Skodas, the Karoq offers quality and space in
abundance, at prices that are hard to ignore. Those
deals are particularly tempting right now, making the
Karoq a smart and sensible choice, if not the most
thrilling car to look at or to drive. We love some of its
Simply Clever features, such as the umbrellas in the
doors, the ice scraper in the fuel filler cap and the
easy-open cup-holders. Yet there is no plug-in hybrid
model, which could be a problem for some buyers.
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Hyundai’s new i20 is out to
shake up the supermini class.
To do that it’ll have to take on
the big-selling Ford Fiesta
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DESPITE a Covid-19-related slip in new-car registrations
this year, four of the top 10 spots in the sales charts
have been taken up by superminis. British buyers love
these small cars because they suit our towns and cities,
and fit our country lanes and driveways.
There’s clearly still life in the market then, which is why
Hyundai is launching its new i20 supermini. However, even
this smaller, more affordable class of car isn’t immune to
the charge towards electrification. There are plenty of fully
electric superminis already on sale, but conventional
combustion-engined cars like the pairing we’ve got here
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are also having mild-hybrid tech applied to them in a bid to
boost efficiency. The new i20 has 48-volt MHEV tech, which
is why we’re putting it up against one of the sternest tests
any supermini can face: the Ford Fiesta.
Britain’s best-seller has also been revamped under the
bonnet, with a mild-hybrid system applied to its familiar
1.0-litre EcoBoost engine to help improve fuel economy.
With more tech in the i20, this promises to be a close-run
contest, but both must deliver everything supermini buyers
want, which stretches from usability and practicality to fun,
comfort and strong fuel economy. It’s a big ask.

Testers’ notes

“Style is a big selling point in the supermini class.
The previous i20 wasn’t exactly a looker, but this
new car is much sharper. We can see inspiration
from other cars, but that’s no bad thing; the i20 now
has the looks to turn heads in this competitive class.”

Sean Carson Chief reviewer
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ROAD TESTS Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta
MODEL TESTED: Hyundai i20 1.0 T-GDi 100 Hybrid SE Connect
PRICE: £18,595 ENGINE: 1.0-litre 3cyl, 99bhp
HYUNDAI means business with the new i20,
because even this most affordable £18,595 1.0
T-GDi mild-hybrid SE Connect model sports a lot of
technological advances. Let’s find out what they are.

Design &
engineering

80++4L
80

Performance

Hyundai’s 1.0-litre engine
isn’t as powerful as the
Ford’s, which means the
i20 is a second slower
than the Fiesta in the
0-62mph sprint

Running costs
52.2mpg (on test)
£46 fill-up/£150 or 26% tax

4.0

80+4L
score

4.0

HYUNDAI has thoroughly reworked
the i20’s underpinnings, because this
is the best-driving version yet: actually
fun behind the wheel in some situations. It’s still not
quite on the Fiesta’s level, but the steering has been
retuned and the suspension tweaked so that the
front end is more responsive than before.
The nose is now keen to turn towards a corner’s
apex. The steering is surprisingly quick, like the
Ford’s, and you don’t have to use much lock, nor
do you have to add much in the middle of the bend
such is the i20’s improved agility and grip.
While the rear end, in particular, still hops and
skips over harsh mid-corner bumps, so does the
Ford’s. Yet for most of the time the i20’s chassis is
smooth and controlled, offering a compliant ride
with acceptable body control that nicely balances
engagement, agility, comfort and composure.
It’s certainly not as firm as the Ford, but neither
is it quite as controlled at a faster pace; the i20’s
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score

THE car’s platform has been heavily
revised, with more focus placed on
driver enjoyment. It’s a hallmark of Hyundai’s R&D
boss, Albert Biermann, because the German has
some of BMW’s best-driving M cars on his CV.
He’s also the man who has masterminded the
Korean firm’s N brand for sporty cars, with a lot of
the forthcoming i20 N’s ability baked into the regular
version, just as Ford has done with the Fiesta and the
ST. The suspension is conventional, with MacPherson
struts up front and a torsion-beam rear axle.
The big news for this regular i20 supermini is that
the 1.0-litre three-cylinder turbocharged engine is
supported by a 48-volt mild-hybrid system with an
integrated belt-starter generator. The small lithiumion battery (located in the well beneath the boot floor,
so there’s no spare wheel) can power ancillaries such
as the electric power steering, allowing the engine to
switch off and coast at higher speeds to boost efficiency.
The generator charges the battery when slowing,
but it can also supply a small amount of torque for
a short period to help with initial acceleration.
Another interesting and new feature making its
debut on the i20 is Hyundai’s six-speed intelligent
Manual Transmission (iMT). There’s still a clutch
pedal, but its movement is interpreted by a sensor,
with an electronic linkage activating the physical
clutch between the engine and transmission. It
means the engine can be switched off for coasting
even when theoretically in gear, because the car
will decouple the clutch automatically. Ratios are
still shifted manually as per a regular car.
The iMT means the car can make the most of the
mild-hybrid tech, coasting either with the engine
at idle or switched off completely at higher speeds.
The powertrain produces 99bhp and 171Nm of
torque. There’s just one choice of engine in the
UK, but this is the one to go for anyway.

Driving

Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)
352/1,165 litres

Performance
0-62mph/top speed
10.4 seconds/117mph

Hyundai i20

Third-generation mild-hybrid i20 has driver enjoyment high on
its list of priorities. Does it get it right in other key areas, too?
Detail

All three trim levels have alloy wheels
and feature 48-volt mild-hybrid tech
to boost the 1.0-litre turbo engine

www.autoexpress.co.uk
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Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta

damping does break down a little earlier than its
rival’s, but overall it’s refined on 16-inch wheels.
The same goes for the powertrain; the 1.0 T-GDi
engine doesn’t grumble much, even under load. The
small electrical assistance no doubt helps, and even
though it’s still down on power compared with the
Ford, the hit of torque low down is strong enough,
while the 10.4-second 0-62mph time is adequate.
The iMT’s clutch feels no different to a regular car’s.
Its shift action is a little notchy, but precise enough.

THROUGH THE RANGE
Which trim level might suit you?

THERE’S just the one mild-hybrid engine
choice in the new i20 range, but there are
three trim levels to pick from. SE Connect is
the one to go for. There’s no built-in nav,
but Android Auto and Apple CarPlay give
you route guidance. This trim also offers
manual air-con, rear parking sensors, AEB
and lane-keep assist, plus cruise control.
Premium trim adds climate control,
larger 17-inch alloy wheels, heated seats
and LED headlights, but the big upgrade
is the 10.25-inch touchscreen with nav.
Ultimate trim also features more safety
tech, such as cyclist detection, blind-spot
warning and lane-follow assist, as well as
a Bose stereo and keyless operation.
Put down a £2,000 deposit (plus £1,250
from Hyundai) on the entry-level model
and it’ll cost you £251 a month on a threeyear PCP deal limited to 10,000 miles per
annum. This rises to £305 for a Premium
model, while top-spec Ultimate versions
will set you back £336 a month.

80++4L
80
score

4.0

AN increase in size has meant a big
increase in practicality for the i20. It’s
five-door only, so access to the rear seats is
easy, and there’s as much headroom in the rear
of the Korean supermini as there is in the Fiesta.
There’s slightly more legroom in the i20, however.
The Hyundai’s big advantage comes in the boot,
where the capacity is 352 litres compared with just
292 litres in the Ford. It’s obviously the more
practical car, even though storage is roughly equal,
but the i20 also gets rear parking sensors as standard,
whereas they’re a £400 option on the Fiesta. They’re
clearly not necessary given the size of these cars – and
visibility is good in both – but it’s nice to have them.

Ownership

82++4L
82
score

4.1

A FIVE-year, unlimited-mileage
warranty and five years’ roadside
assistance are big draws for the i20.
Despite this, Hyundai still only finished mid-table in
our Driver Power 2020 poll, taking 13th spot. Yet this
was still way ahead of Ford’s 24th place. Hyundai’s
cars were praised for infotainment particularly.
Safety is also a strong point with the newcomer,
because it features autonomous emergency braking,
along with lane-keep assist and lane-departure
warning as standard, even in basic SE Connect trim.
The latest i20 has yet to be tested by Euro NCAP.

Running costs

Our choice:

i20 1.0 T-GDi 100 Hybrid SE Connect

Interior

NEXT CAR

SE Connect
spec includes
an eight-inch
touchscreen, but
the quality of the
i20’s materials
trails the Fiesta’s

82++4L
82

Hyundai’s Intelligent Manual Transmission
(iMT) makes its debut on this Mk3 i20

score

4.1

THE 48-volt tech clearly benefits
efficiency, with the i20 returning
52.2mpg on test, which means an annual
fuel bill of £1,202 over 12,000 miles at today’s prices.
The Fiesta’s more powerful engine still benefited
from Ford’s new mild-hybrid tech, because it notched
up 46.7mpg. This would equate to an annual fuel bill
just a little bit higher than the i20’s, at £1,343, but it’s
still incredibly cost-effective to run.
Ford counters with CO2 emissions of 114g/km,
though, which puts it one Benefit-in-Kind taxation
group lower than the 115g/km i20, at 25 per cent.
The Fiesta is also the cheaper car, which means it’ll be
more affordable for business users, with company
car tax contributions of £914 for lower-rate earners,
compared with £956 for the Hyundai.

Load bay

Practicality

The 352-litre
boot trumps
the Ford’s by 60
litres, while it’s 72
litres larger with
the 60:40 rear
seats folded,
at 1,165 litres

Headroom is
on par with
the Fiesta’s,
while the i20’s
87mm-longer
wheelbase
means there’s
more legroom
in the rear seats

Eco, Comfort and Sport drive modes are
standard kit on all three i20 trim levels

Testers’ notes

“The battery for the i20’s mild-hybrid system sits in
the spare-wheel well, so there’s no room for a space
saver tyre, even as an option. The Hyundai comes
with a tyre-repair kit as standard instead.”

Alex Ingram Video Content Producer
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All i20s get 10.25-inch digital dials, with either
an eight or 10.25-inch central touchscreen
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Practicality

ROAD TESTS

ROAD TESTS Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta
MODEL TESTED: Ford Fiesta 1.0 EcoBoost 125 Hybrid Trend 5dr
PRICE: £18,510 ENGINE: 1.0-litre 3cyl, 123bhp
NEW mild-hybrid tech has boosted the appeal
of Ford’s venerable Fiesta supermini. We’re
testing the 1.0 EcoBoost 125 mild-hybrid in Trend
trim (our pictures show an Active), which
is priced from £18,510 in five-door form.

Design &
engineering

82++4L
82

Performance

With 24bhp more,
Ford’s hatch goes
from 0-62mph in 9.4
seconds, while it takes
the i20 10.4 seconds

Running costs
56.5mpg (on test)
£48 fill-up/£150 or 25% tax

4.1

80+4L

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)
292/1,093 litres

Performance
0-62mph/top speed
9.4 seconds/126mph

Ford Fiesta

Britain’s best-selling car receives a mild-hybrid boost,
but has it got enough to see off the i20’s challenge?

score

4.0

THE Fiesta’s effervescent charm is
still present and the Ford still has the
edge on the Hyundai when it comes to
how fun they are. The steering is quicker, lighter and
more direct than the i20’s, but with more feel and a
better rate of response; there’s a little more grip, too.
For a relatively low-power conventional supermini,
it’s still remarkable how good the Fiesta is to drive.
It loves corners and actually rewards effort,
steering with precision and handling sweetly.
There’s poise from the chassis that encourages you
to drive faster; the i20’s suspension control runs
out before the Fiesta’s does, but this more dynamic
set-up means that no matter whether you’re on
larger wheels or smaller rims on Trend or Titanium
models, the ride is firmer than the i20’s, even with a
bit of extra suspension travel on an Active. However,
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score

THE Fiesta is a constant. Despite a
turbulent market, to date in 2020 it’s
still Britain’s best-selling model, shifting more than
40,000 units to the end of October. That shows the
car’s continued popularity here, and with new
mild-hybrid tech Ford is hoping this will continue.
As with the Hyundai, there are 48-volt electrics
now with a small lithium-ion battery that powers
an integrated belt-starter generator mounted on the
engine to power ancillary features at lower speeds,
allowing the engine to cut out, as well as giving
a small torque boost to help acceleration.
Ford claims this is as much as 20Nm, which
also helps to mitigate any turbo lag at lower rpm,
although the engine is relatively responsive. It’s
also punchy, producing 123bhp and a total of 210Nm
of torque, but at 1,117kg the Fiesta is also 52kg heavier.
It’s price that makes these two cars key rivals,
though, because in entry-level Trend trim to match
the Hyundai, the Ford is just £85 cheaper, although
it does get slightly less kit (see our Through the
range panel on the next page for more info).
It’s important to stress that these mild hybrids
can’t run on electric power alone; their integration
helps to boost efficiency (by up to five per cent,
according to Ford) by recouping energy when
the car is slowing down and taking a little load
off the combustion engine.
Ford’s familiar 1.0-litre three-cylinder turbo
engine is nestled in the front of the same global B-car
platform this current generation of Fiesta has always
used, with MacPherson struts at the front and a
torsion beam at the rear. It’s one of the more fun
models to drive in this class, which is why the i20’s
new-found dynamics make this an even closer test.
The Fiesta’s six-speed manual transmission is
conventional; there’s no electronically-actuated
clutch here. While the pair are well matched on
engineering, the Fiesta easily has the i20 beaten
for the quality of the materials inside.

Driving

Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta

Detail

All trim levels feature alloy wheels; the
Ford’s suspension control is better than
the i20’s, but the Fiesta’s ride is firmer

www.autoexpress.co.uk
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ROAD TESTS Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta

Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta

the difference isn’t noticeable between Trend and
Active. It’s not unbearable, but you’ll just have to be
prepared to feel a few more bumps in the road in
the Fiesta; its ride is more ‘communicative’.
The powertrain also isn’t quite as smooth. There’s
a more noticeable jolt as the mild-hybrid system’s
presence makes itself known and then disappears
again, recouping energy when slowing.
It’s okay, but the i20’s powertrain is a little more
refined, even if it’s not as quick. The Ford sprints from
0-62mph in 9.4 seconds, one second quicker than
the i20. Yet, this doesn’t tell the whole story, because
with an extra 38Nm of torque, despite a small
weight penalty, the Fiesta feels more flexible and its
gearbox needs less work than the i20’s as a result.

THROUGH THE RANGE
Which trim level might suit you?

BASIC Trend trim features an eight-inch
touchscreen with Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto, LED lights, 16-inch alloys,
lane-keep alert and assist, air-con and a
Quickclear windscreen for £261 a month,
based on the same terms as the i20.
Titanium (£286 a month) adds sat-nav,
parking sensors and cruise control, but
still no AEB, while Titanium X (£306)
brings 17-inch alloys, climate control,
a B&O stereo and wireless charging.
The sportier route in the line-up is
ST-Line Edition (£286) and ST-Line X
Edition (£306). These get a similar level of
kit to the respective Titanium counterparts,
but with a sportier bodykit and wheels.
Posher Vignale Edition (£322) adds
AEB, heated seats, a rear camera, adaptive
cruise, blind-spot monitoring and different
styling. Active Edition (£301) and Active X
Edition (£316) are structured similarly
again, but feature a more rugged look
and a slightly higher ride height.

76++4L
76
score

3.8

THE Ford only has 292 litres of luggage
room with the rear seats in place. This
rises to 1,093 litres with them folded,
compared with 1,165 litres in the i20.
That’s because the back of the Hyundai is larger; it
also has more rear legroom than the Fiesta. The Ford
isn’t cramped, just a little tighter for adults, while
headroom is fairly even. Access to the rear is also fine
in both cars. The Fiesta is the only regular supermini
you can buy in three-door form, but we’d spend the
extra on this more practical five-door model.

Ownership

74++4L
74

1.0 EcoBoost 125 Hybrid Trend 5dr
RIVALS

score

3.7

WHEN Euro NCAP tested the Fiesta
back in 2017 it received a full five-star
rating. However, the regime has got
tougher since and the Ford doesn’t come with
autonomous emergency braking as standard;
in fact, on Trend trim it’s not even available as
an option. You’ll have to upgrade to Titanium
and specify the £350 Exclusive Pack.
Trend does at least get the NCAP pack as standard,
which includes lane-keep alert and lane-keep assist,
while LED lights and six airbags are included, too.
Ford finished near the bottom of the table in our
Driver Power 2020 survey, taking 24th spot out of
30 firms in the manufacturers’ section. Yet features
such as the brand’s Quickclear windscreen should
come in handy and make ownership that bit easier,
especially at this time of year, even if Ford’s threeyear/60,000-mile warranty isn’t a match for
Hyundai’s five-year/unlimited-mileage package.

Running costs

Our choice:

80++4L
80
score

4.0

RESIDUAL value has a big bearing on
finance prices, as well as for cash buyers.
Our experts predict the Fiesta will hold
on to 42.5 per cent of its original price after three
years or 36,000 miles, which means it’ll lose £10,636
in depreciation. This compares with 42.8 per cent
for the i20, which equates to a drop of £10,646.

Interior

The quality of the
materials inside
the Fiesta beats the
i20’s. Eight-inch
touchscreen
features Ford’s
SYNC3 system

Both three-cylinder cars have a thrummy
soundtrack; i20’s is slightly more refined

Load bay

Practicality

Fiesta loses out
when it comes to
boot space, but
there’s still 292
litres available
with the 60:40
seatbacks up

Rear legroom is
slightly tighter
than in the i20.
We’d go for
the five-door
Fiesta over the
three-door
version, too

A Bang & Olufsen audio system is fitted as
standard kit on Titanium-spec Fiestas

Testers’ notes

“The Fiesta also has cylinder-deactivation tech
carried over from the sporty ST hot hatchback.
Very few three-cylinder cars have this technology,
so it should bring another efficiency boost.”

Sean Carson Chief reviewer
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Normal, Eco and Sport driving modes are
available, matching i20’s different choices

www.autoexpress.co.uk
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All offers and finance prices correct at time of going to press

Practicality

ROAD TESTS

ROAD TESTS Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta
Toyota Yaris
MODEL: 1.5 Hybrid Design
PRICE: £19,910
ENGINE: 1.5-litre 3cyl, 114bhp
PRICED from £19,910, the new Toyota Yaris
is much more expensive than the i20,
but if mild-hybrid power isn’t enough
for you and you’re after a proper hybrid
supermini that delivers great efficiency,
then this is well worth a look.
Toyota claims up to 68.9mpg and CO2
emissions of 92g/km for this entry-level
Design trim, which are figures that
outstrip just about any supermini on sale.
The extra efficiency might go some
way to offset the higher price, while the
Yaris rides and handles sweetly, and is
now even fun to drive in parts, too.
Plus, Toyota now offers Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto, so while the built-in
infotainment isn’t as good as the i20’s,
using one of the smartphone connectivity
packages gets round this problem.
It doesn’t quite boast the Hyundai’s
practicality, but the new Yaris is a worthy
alternative for those looking for a new
supermini that delivers low running costs
without sacrificing too much in other key
areas that cars like this need to deliver in.

Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta

Technology

Yaris offers a full
hybrid experience,
which gives better
fuel efficiency and
the option of electric
driving over the i20

SEAT Ibiza
MODEL: 1.0 TSI 95 SE Technology
PRICE: £17,765
ENGINE: 1.0-litre 3cyl, 94bhp

MODEL: TCe 100 Iconic
PRICE: £17,595
ENGINE: 1.0-litre 3cyl, 99bhp
OUR current class favourite is the Renault
Clio, because this supermini took a massive
leap when it came to practicality, quality
and comfort for this Mk5 model.
On that first point, with a 390-litre boot
and even more space inside than the i20,
the Clio offers much more practicality.
While the TCe 100 engine might not
feature mild-hybrid power (there is a
more powerful full-hybrid Clio available
from £20,995 if you want greater
efficiency and all-electric driving), it’s just
punchy enough and still offers good
efficiency, with a claimed 54.3mpg and
119g/km CO2 emissions for this model,
but its real trick is refinement.
Combined with the comfortable ride
(the Clio isn’t quite as good to drive as
the i20), it’s smooth and easy to live with,
while there’s some great tech and kit
offered at an affordable price in Iconic
trim, which undercuts the i20 SE Connect
by £1,000. However, remember the
Hyundai’s mild-hybrid tech will account
for a proportion of the price difference.
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Engaging

Spanish supermini
offers a sporty drive,
while the cabin is on
par with the i20’s,
because it features
hard plastics

LIKE the Fiesta, the SEAT Ibiza is a former
favourite supermini of ours. That’s because
it’s great to drive, offers plenty of space and
practicality, delivers decent efficiency from
the 94bhp 1.0-litre three-cylinder turbo
engine, and is well priced in SE Technology
trim, but has a good level of equipment.
This includes Apple CarPlay, Android
Auto and sat-nav as part of an eight-inch
touchscreen infotainment system, 16-inch
alloys, air-con and autonomous braking.
Even metallic paint is included, so it’s likely
you’d not need to add any extras here.
Ride and refinement aren’t quite as good
as the i20’s, but the SEAT is a responsive,
sporty-feeling car. Plus it’s been on sale
for a few years now, so there’s potential
to negotiate a good deal on the Ibiza.
It’s a well rounded car. Quality is closer
to the i20’s, with plenty of hard plastics
inside, but this helps keep the price down
to an affordable level here, so we’d take
the standard tech and a reduction in
tactility given the Ibiza’s price tag.

Rivals: Four alternatives to the new Hyundai
Renault Clio

ROAD TESTS

Our favourite

Latest Clio is practical,
comfortable and well
built. Iconic trim
undercuts the i20 on
price, but you’ll have
to pay more to get
electrification

www.autoexpress.co.uk

Peugeot 208
MODEL: 1.2 PT 100 Active Premium
PRICE: £18,905
ENGINE: 1.2-litre 3cyl, 99bhp

We’ve put the latest i20 up against the Ford Fiesta in our test,
but here’s a quartet of other superminis for you to consider
French fancy

Stylish 208 is punchy
and well equipped. It
costs more than the
i20, and the i-Cockpit
dash design isn’t to
everyone’s taste

THE 208 is on the pricier side compared
with the i20, but it certainly offers what
many supermini buyers are after: style.
The sharp design and funky interior
have personality, while the 99bhp 1.2-litre
three-cylinder petrol engine is a punchy
unit that powers the 208 along smoothly,
even if it isn’t as refined as the Hyundai
or any of its rivals mentioned here.
At this price level you’re looking at
Active Premium trim, which features a
list of standard kit that includes parking
sensors, air-conditioning, autonomous
braking with pedestrian detection, a
seven-inch touchscreen with Apple
CarPlay, Android Auto and sat-nav, a
digital dash and 16-inch alloy wheels,
so at least you get a lot for the money.
Dynamically it’s not as refined or as
pointy as the i20, but it rides and handles
well enough. The gutsy engine and
individual style are the elements that
really set the Peugeot out from this
crowd, so your choice might come down
to what you prioritise in a supermini.

www.autoexpress.co.uk
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ROAD TESTS Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta

Infotainment
Hyundai
i20
Eight-inch touchscreen Std.

Key features: Connectivity

Hyundai i20 vs Ford Fiesta

Which multimedia system is best for music, sat-nav & connectivity?

82++4L
82

On the road price/total as tested
Residual value (after 3yrs/36,000)
Depreciation
Annual tax liability std/higher rate
Annual fuel cost (12k/20k miles)
Insurance group/quote/VED
Cost of 1st/2nd/3rd service

score

4.1

THE eight-inch central touchscreen is a good size and
a match for the Fiesta’s display. The tech works well,
with sharp-enough graphics and quick responses to
your inputs. There’s no built-in nav, so you use Apple
CarPlay or Android Auto more frequently, but both of
these programmes display well on the screen and are
integrated nicely. Wireless charging isn’t available,
but USB ports are close by to keep your device charged.
The eight-inch screen is placed well, tacked onto the
upper fascia similar to the Ford’s layout. Higher-spec
i20s get a 10.25-inch unit that’s a nice tech touch and
offers a premium feel – although a lot of this hard
work is undone by the low-rent, poor-quality plastics
inside the cabin. From purely a technological point
of view, though, the new i20 is a strong supermini,
although it’s a shame that Hyundai’s new telematics
only feature on high-spec models.

FOR AND AGAINST
Good-sized screen, strong smartphone
connectivity, digital dash is standard
No wireless charging, telematics are
only available on higher trim levels

Ford
Fiesta
SYNC3 Standard

Key features: Connectivity

Display SE Connect
models get a responsive
eight-inch screen to
control infotainment.
You’ll have to use Apple
CarPlay or Android Auto
if you want satellite
navigation, however

82++4L
82
score

4.1

LIKE the i20, the Fiesta features an eight-inch colour
touchscreen mounted centrally on top of the dash,
although it’s slightly better integrated than in its rival.
While Ford doesn’t offer a digital dash like Hyundai,
the main tech works equally well, with Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto standard to give you navigation. You
can add sat-nav for £300 (not available on the i20), but
it’s not worth it. The graphics are slightly sharper than
the Hyundai’s and the response to inputs quick.
Both systems are easy to use, with logical menus
and displays that make it easy to find your desired
function, even if there aren’t many features available.
You can add wireless charging on the Fiesta for £71,
but it’s almost pointless, because your phone has to be
plugged in for the connectivity programmes anyway.
Still, the infotainment set-up is mostly a match for
the i20’s, save for the lack of a full digital dashboard.

Good screen size, sharp graphics,
phone connectivity works well
No fully digital dash option
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Hyundai i20 1.0
T-GDi 100
Hybrid SE
Connect
£18,595/£19,145
£7,949/42.8%
£10,646
£956/£1,911
£1,202/£2,003
15/TBC/£150
£139/£238/£147

Length/wheelbase
Height/width
Engine
Peak power/revs
Peak torque/revs
Transmission
Fuel tank capacity/spare wheel
Boot capacity (seats up/down)
Kerbweight/payload/towing weight
Turning circle
Basic warranty (miles)/recovery
Driver Power manufacturer/dealer pos.
NCAP: Adult/child/ped./assist/stars

4,040/2,580mm
1,450/1,775mm
3cyl in-line/998cc
99/4,500 bhp/rpm
171/1,500 Nm/rpm
6-speed e-man/fwd
40 litres/repair kit
352/1,165 litres
1,065/530/1,110kg
10.4 metres
5yrs (unlimited)/5yrs
13th/11th
TBC

0-62mph/top speed
Auto Express econ. (mpg/mpl)/range
WLTP combined
WLTP combined
Actual/claimed CO2/tax bracket

10.4 secs/117mph
52.2/11.5/459 miles
55.4mpg
12.2mpl
125/115g/km/26%

Airbags/Isofix
Parking sensors/camera
Auto gearbox/lane-keep assist
Blind-spot assist/AEB
Climate control/cruise control
Leather upholstery/heated seats
Metallic paint/LED headlights
Keyless entry & go/powered tailgate
Sat-nav/digital dash
DAB radio/connected services
Wireless charging
Apple CarPlay/Android Auto

Six/yes
Rear/no
£1,250/yes
No/yes
Air-con/yes
No/no
£550*/no
No/no
No/yes
Yes/yes
No
Yes/yes

Results

HYUNDAI

ROAD TEST
HHHHI
HYUNDAI
i20
NOV 2O2O

Head to

head

Ford Fiesta 1.0
EcoBoost 125
Hybrid Trend 5dr
DEPRECIATION

PRICIER i20 just
edges Fiesta for
residual values.
Both are evenly
matched, with
just £10 in it when
it comes to
depreciation, in
the Ford’s favour.

BIGGEST BOOT

THE i20’s larger
footprint means
room inside is
good, but that
boot space isn’t
sacrificed either.
With 352 litres on
offer, it’s a versatile
compact hatch.
EURO NCAP

THE Hyundai
hasn’t yet been
tested, but with
a good level of
standard safety
kit the i20 should
be safe transport
for your family.

INFOTAINMENT

NAV isn’t standard,
but smartphone
connectivity apps
get around this.
The i20’s pair of
screens are slick
and just edge it
ahead of the Ford.

1st

THIS i20 represents a
massive improvement from
Hyundai. It just edges the Fiesta here on
account of its superior practicality and
lower running costs, because otherwise
the two models are difficult to split. The
Hyundai rides better, but the Ford is
still the better car to drive. Strong
connectivity and good safety tech in
affordable SE Connect trim mean this
is now a serious supermini contender.

HHHHH

£18,510/£18,510
£7,874/42.5%
£10,636
£914/£1,828
£1,343/£2,239
15/£430/£150
£574 (3 years)
4,040/2,493mm
1,476/1,735mm
3cyl in-line/998cc
123/6,000 bhp/rpm
210/1,750 Nm/rpm
6-speed man/fwd
42 litres/£150
292/1,093 litres
1,117/N/A/1,000kg
10.1 metres
3yrs (60,000)/1yr
24th/23rd
87/84/64/60/5 (2017)

QUALITY

WARRANTY

HYUNDAI’S
comprehensive
warranty cover is
another strong
reason for
ownership and an
area where it has
the Fiesta beaten.

THERE’S lots of black plastic
inside the i20, but that’s not
unusual for a supermini. Many
of the panels are hard and
unforgiving as well. Again,
it’s often par for the course
in a car costing this much. Yet
there’s one prominent panel
underneath the i20’s main
screen that isn’t textured.
Unlike the Fiesta, this means
the already cheap-feeling cabin
loses marks again. It’s a shame,
because the tech is good.

PERFORMANCE

9.4 secs/126mph
46.7/10.3/431 miles
56.5mpg
12.4mpl
140/114g/km/25%
Six/yes
£400*/no
No/yes
No/no
Air-con/no
No/£350*
£500/yes
No/no
£300/no
Yes/yes
£71
Yes/yes

FORD

WITH more power
from its 1.0 threecylinder engine
the Fiesta is faster.
Electrification
provides a small
hit of assistance.
EFFICIENCY

WHILE the Ford
wasn’t as
economical as
the Hyundai on
test, lower CO2
emissions mean
it should be the
cheaper car to run
for business users.

2nd

MILD-hybrid power has
improved the Fiesta. For
similar money it’s faster than the i20,
but not quite as economical – even if
its lower CO2 emissions mean it’ll be the
cheaper company car. The infotainment
system is great, it’s superb fun to drive,
and the ride and refinement are sound,
but the Ford’s relative lack of practicality
and equipment count against it, even if
it is still a superb supermini.

SIZE
THE best superminis can now
operate occasionally as a
family car, and while the i20
isn’t quite as versatile as our
class favourite, the Renault
Clio (below), its slightly
larger footprint pushes the
practicality envelope just a
little further than the Ford,
which should make it easy to
live with. The main benefits
are that it’s a little bit wider,
so there’s more space door to
door, while the wheelbase is
also longer, helping legroom.

HHHHH

AEB = Autonomous Emergency Braking. *Joint options. In red = equipment fitted to our test car. Insurance quotes from AA (Tel 0800 107 0680 or www.theAA.com) for a 42-year-old living in Banbury, Oxon, with three penalty points. Residual values provided by CDL VIP Data.

Coming
soon

Screen Eight-inch

FOR AND AGAINST

Figures

ROAD TESTS

screen has slightly better
graphics and is responsive
to inputs. Sat-nav is an
option, but good phone
connectivity means you
can use Apple CarPlay or
Android Auto instead

Is it worth waiting
for this model?
www.autoexpress.co.uk
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Kia Rio 1.0 T-GDi 48V 3

DUE: Now Price: £18,895
Engine: 1.0-litre 3cyl, 118bhp
HYUNDAI’S sister company Kia
has updated its Rio supermini with
similar mild-hybrid tech. Yet the
mHEV unit here produces 118bhp, so
performance is stronger. It’s pricier,
too, but 3 trim gets plenty of kit.
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“This i20 represents a massive improvement from Hyundai.
It just edges the Fiesta here on account of its superior
practicality and lower running costs”

